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Managing Director:
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Commercial register Düsseldorf HRA 1743 / HRB 30424
VAT-ID: DE 121283515

DIGESTIF GLASS 7 CM
Serie: grey Serie: 7 cm Serie: Stand Up
smoke Serie: Crystal Glass
Order number: 8032397049807
Hersteller: Sieger by Ichendorf

€26.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Digestif Glass 7 cm"

Manufacturer: Sieger by Ichendorf
Design: Michael Sieger (SIEGER)
Series: Stand Up
Height: 7 cm
Diameter: 5.6 cm
Color: Smoke
Material: Hand-blown crystal glass
Dishwasher-safe at low temperatures
Crafted by hand

Sieger by Ichendorf, Stand Up, digestif glass 7 cm, smoke
The hand-crafted digestif glass from the Stand Up series from Sieger by Ichendorf surprises with its innovative dynamics and elegant
design. Regardless of whether they're filled or empty, the pieces from the collection rock to and fro on their precisely curved base that
touches the table in less than one square millimeter – like an elegant ballerina. This makes the glasses dance in a humorous fashion,
transforming the enjoyment of water, juices, coffee and tea or alcoholic beverages into a particularly eye-catching experience. The
hand-blown, smoky gray crystal glass is also available in transparent as well as other sizes, and has a height of 7 cm and a diameter of
5.6 cm. Practically, it is also dishwasher-safe at low temperatures.

About Sieger by Ichendorf
Sieger by Ichendorf represents the symbiosis of two leading German manufacturing: Exceptional designs from the premium brand
SIEGER meet the sophisticated manufacturing expertise of the brand Ichendorf Milano. The pieces from the 2021 collaboration thereby
reflect modern gastronomy with the highest quality materials – with a touch of humor and the lightness of innovative glass objects.
Known for their cooperation with the Fürstenberg porcelain manufactory, it is impossible to imagine restaurants and domestic dining
culture without the designs from the brothers Christian and Michael Sieger. The Ichendorf brand, which has been producing
contemporary glass objects since the early 20th century and founded a style center in Milan in 1990, also manages to raise the master
art of glassmaking to a new level of inventive creations time and again.
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Related links to "Digestif Glass 7 cm"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Sieger by Ichendorf

https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=8032397049807
https://www.franzen.de/en/sieger-by-ichendorf/

